This was my presentation for the 2012 Initiatives in Art and Culture Arts and Crafts conference,
“ ‘The Workshop of the World;’ The Arts and Crafts Movement in Philadelphia,” September 2023, 2012.
At the last minute speakers were forced to convert our presentations into Microsoft’s
“PowerPoint” and, as anyone who has gotten used to the luxury and flexibility of Mac’s
“Keynote” presentation program will know, Keynote is to PowerPoint what Stokowski
conducting Tchaikovsky is to your cat playing “Chopsticks” on the piano.
The computers and projector at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts transformed all the
presentations—mostly by dulling all the colors down to a palette of dead red, swamp green and
diarrhea yellow, which was most apparent in Julie Sloan’s talk about stained-glass windows, but
it also made any text on the screen very difficult to read.
Some of my layered pictures are worth a thousand words, which meant that even under the best
of circumstances most viewers could not have had the time to read all I wrote over the complex
images. The projected text is not essential to my primary premise, so I used it like footnotes or
asides because there were too many interesting research byways to be included in my overview
of the Arts and Crafts movement as it happened in Philadelphia. Quickly passing over so much
information annoyed many in the audience, so I’m uploading all the images as they appeared
during my spoken text. The layout won’t flow as nicely as I would like, but every detail is
reproduced.
I consider this presentation to be an improvisation rather than a dissertation; an artistic collage
created from intuitive theories rather than a scholarly thesis compiled from a didactic list of
facts and figures. Were I lucky, it might seem Proustian, but I think it is more likely to come
off as Freyed into A Million Little Pieces. Not that I will be untruthful, but I will play fast
and furiously with images, forcing them to serve my own subjective purposes; to coin an
oxymoronic phrase, a sort of “factual fantasy.”

Natural or indigenous materials, so important to craft production in the John Ruskin/William
Morris version of the Arts and Crafts movement, often dictated the romantic use of local flora
and fauna like California’s poppies and eucalyptus, Louisiana’s Spanish moss and pelicans, or
Massachusetts’ ocean waves, fish, and seaweed.

Philadelphia’s indigenous materials were gray stoneware, and Wissahickon schist. Its fauna was
Quakers, Revolutionary war heroes and Founding Fathers.

Of course the Quaker City didn’t reject romanticism entirely, but, from my perspective, it seems
as if William Penn’s Peaceable Kingdom was more earthbound than the la-de-da Utopia that
even William Morris located Nowhere.

In Philadelphia, the materials at hand had served industry for at least a century before the
advent of Arts and Crafts philosophy. By the time the movement began influencing Americans,
Philadelphia was characterized as the “Workshop of the World.”

To paraphrase Philip Scranton:
From roughly 1880 through the 1920s, Philadelphia supported an array of mills and factories
whose diversity has scarcely been matched anywhere in the history of manufacturing. No city
had a wider range of textile products. Philadelphia led the nation in Textile production. In 1909
the total value of the city’s textile industry was $152 million, which represented one-fifth of
Philadelphia’s industrial worth and one-third of the city’s wages. The city’s factories churned
out laces, socks, carpets, blankets, rope and cordage, men’s suitings and women’s dress goods,
silk stockings, hats, upholstery, tapestries, braids, bindings, ribbons, coverlets, knit fabric
and sweaters, surgical fabrics, military cloths and trimmings, draperies, and yarns of every
description. Unlike New England centers that often focused on a single product, Philadelphia
did nearly everything, transforming raw materials into finished products.

Moreover, though it hosted some huge facilities like the Baldwin Locomotive Works, which
employed up to ten thousand workers, most of Philadelphia’s quarter million industrial
employees worked in workshops and mid-size firms begun in many cases by workers or
supervisors who “graduated” from employment to entrepreneurship.
At the turn of the last century, Philadelphia’s thousands of modest scale enterprises were linked
together in ways that make it possible to view the city as a vast workshop. Carpet makers
purchased yarn from one local firm, had it dyed at a second, bought pattern designs from a
third, punch cards that controlled the Jacquard weaving process from a fourth. The card makers
got coated stock from local paper manufacturers; the dyers bought special machinery from
Procter and Schwartz, which in turn purchased metal castings from various city foundries.
Even at the biggest establishments, such connections were frequent. Midvale Steel, makers
of everything from armor plate to ship’s cannon and drive shafts, bought its yard locomotives
from Baldwin and commissioned special machines for metal cutting from William Sellers, the
city’s most venerable machinery building plant. Some of Midvale’s plate doubtless found its
way to the Navy Yard or to Cramp’s, shipbuilders, for a century located on the Delaware River.
The presence of hundreds of firms with every sort of capacity so close at hand encouraged
Philadelphia mill men to value and use local talent.
While working conditions were probably only a little less onerous than those in other American
or British factories, Philadelphia’s industrialists realized early on that good design--whether
technical or aesthetic--produced a better and therefore a more profitable product.

As early as 1848, specialized schools supported by local manufacturers were teaching industrial
design to both male and female students. Industrial design training meant the, now overused,
phrase “shoddy workmanship” did not often apply to products that came out of Philadelphia
factories, so when the Arts and Crafts movement got here, it tended to serve rather than to revolt
against industry.
The 1876 Centennial International Exposition brought industrial and cultural wonders of the
world to the American public, but it also worked in the opposite direction as a showcase of
Philadelphia industrial design for visitors from every continent on the planet. At the Fair,
pavilions and products were designed with the distinctive Philadelphia flair characterized by
Frank Furness’s Brazilian pavilion. The latest thinking about Furness suggests that he may
not have gone rogue, but, to my eye, only because the city he worked in had been following a
stylistic path not taken by other American cities.

I think Philadelphians were always happy to accept the grotesque over the refined.

By the time Furness designed houses for Bloomfield Moore and Alexander Cassatt, which
were built with central heating, fireplaces functioned primarily as symbols of hearth and home,
but it is hard to see any suggestion of such coziness in his threatening, monstrously out of
proportion piles of wood and stone. Yet the dwarfed art connoisseurs Mr. and Mrs. Cassatt seem
placidly unafraid. Don’t get me wrong, I’m really glad Furness designs and all the other weird
Philadelphia stuff got made, I’m just sayin’...

Englishman Christopher Dresser planted one of the magic beans that took root and then went
wild in Penn’s woods before spreading to cities like Cincinnati and Chicago, where “Modern
Gothic” would thrive for a short while until it gave way to a progressive sort of modernism that
developed into the Prairie School.

Maria Longworth Nichols Storer (1849-1932) took ideas she got from the Centennial back to
Cincinnati and founded the Rookwood Pottery.

Louis Sullivan took ideas he discovered in Frank Furness’s Philadelphia office back to Chicago
and bred the exotic hybrids that climbed over the Carson, Pirie, Scott and Company Building.

Mid-western and west-coast cities were all about pioneer expansion, whereas long-established
Philadelphia tended to stay within itself. Dresser’s ideas as realized at London’s South
Kensington schools—The National Art Training School and The Female School of Art—
were models for the Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art, which was chartered
in 1876. The School of Industrial Art and others like the Philadelphia School of Design for
Women, chartered in 1834, propagated South Kensington teaching methods for class after
class of students, most of whom entered Philadelphia’s work force as industrial designers and
teachers rather than as studio artist/craftsmen.
Teachers like Samuel Yellin, Henry Chapman Mercer, Nicola D’Ascenzo, Thorton Oakley,
and Violet Oakley were certainly artists in their respective mediums, but today many of their
students are defined by their designs for industry rather than their studio art or craft. Parke
Edwards is a good example: As a student at the School of Industrial Art, the basic design
courses he took were part of a curriculum that remained unchanged for decades. Lessons were
often geared toward specific local industries like the Bush Hill, George Blabon and Thomas
Potter oilcloth and linoleum companies.
Industrialist Potter’s interest in education led him to a position as chairman of the Philadelphia
School Committee and later the Board of Education named the city’s largest public school after
him.

Parke Edwards learned how to work all kinds of materials--from iron and monel to stoneware
and concrete to wood and glass--instead of learning painting or sculpting as “Fine Art.”
Throughout his training Edwards returned to the wellspring of traditional Pennsylvania German
design and the current events that had been so much a part of his childhood growing up in
nearby Lancaster County.

Throughout his training Edwards returned to the wellspring of traditional Pennsylvania German
design and the current events that had been so much a part of his childhood growing up in
nearby Lancaster County.

Among the extensive Edwards archives one can find evidence of teaching methods developed
by Arthur Wesley Dow, whose ideas pervaded the curriculum at many design schools in other
parts of the country, but the school of industrial art lessons overwhelmingly relied on traditional
and, particularly classical, design sources.

Upon graduation Edwards immediately went to work for the Pitcairn family, which owned the
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company and pretty much owned the Swedenborgian Church of the New
Jerusalem in Pennsylvania. I can’t follow every thread through the tightly woven fabric that
was Philadelphia at the end of the 19th century, however I do want to digress from Edwards and
talk a bit about how industry and religion influenced Arts & Crafts in the city.
The Pittsburg Plate Glass catalogue for 1923 provides a suggestion of just how much Pitcairn’s
company influenced the taste of the times from the style of the illustrations to the style of the
buildings, windows, furnishings, and automobiles.

Joseph Worcester’s Swedenborgian church in San Francisco is a transubstantiation paradigm
wherein objects of the secular Arts & Crafts movement were made sacred—wood is Nature;
Nature is the manifestation of God’s love and wisdom. Of course Arts & Crafts-style objects
had been used in churches before, but usually as fixtures whose decorations depicted religious
iconography rather than as objects that themselves embodied holiness.

Despite the Italian roots of his building, Worcester’s church quickly defined a version of
American Arts and Crafts style with the misleading name, “Mission,” that annoyed purveyors
of Arts and Crafts style like Gustav Stickley, then the high priest of the American movement.
“Mission” persists in use today.

There is synchronicity in Quaker beliefs, Swedenborg’s writings, and Arts and Crafts ideas.
In Midwestern Cincinnati, two English Swedenborgians, Benn Pitman and Henry Fry taught
woodcarving to the likes of Mrs. Storer, who, as noted before, had been to the centennial
exposition. I haven’t yet come across a Philadelphia connection to Cincinnati Modern Gothic
style, but, as were the designs of Furness and Daniel Pabst, the Cincinnati version was already
full blown by 1876 when their art carving was exhibited at the fair.

Back East, some Quakers embraced Swedenborg’s ideas, without putting much value in the
exaggerated simplicity of the Mission style.
Illustrator Howard Pyle’s family was thrown out of the Society of Friends after they discovered
Swedenborg. Pyle gathered together the primary figures who would make up the Brandywine
School of illustration while he was teaching at Philadelphia’s Drexel Institute of Art, Science,
and Industry—now Drexel University—founded in 1891. Pyle encouraged his students,
including Maxfield Parrish, Thornton and Violet Oakley, and N. C. Wyeth, to have a personal
knowledge of the subjects they painted, but it is often difficult to see how that lesson was
manifest in either master or student illustrations. Perhaps real pirates wore outfits that looked
a little like the costumes Pyle collected for reference and maybe, at some point in his life, Pyle
experienced some of the desolation he painted into “Marooned,” but to my eye the primary
characteristic of the Brandywine School is a surrealistic factual fantasy that is very far away
from gentle, unadulterated Nature as it is used in Worcester’s church.

Parrish was born into a Quaker family although he left the Society of Friends when he married.
He followed Pyle’s edict about painting what you know to the extreme by giving all his figures
his own nose.

At first sight, the mosaic he designed—and Swedenborgian Louis Tiffany fabricated--for the
Curtis building seems to transform Nature into a unearthly dream world, but close inspection
reveals botanically correct depictions of terrestrial trees and flowers, many of which grew in the
artist’s own gardens near the Cornish Art Colony in New Hampshire.

Oakley was born into an Episcopal family and later became a Christian Scientist, but throughout
her adult life, she was committed to Quaker principles of pacifism, economic and social justice,
and equality of gender and race. Her most famous works are the murals she painted for the
Pennsylvania State Capitol, which she published in a bible-like portfolio entitled, “The Holy
Experiment.” She lived together with her girlfriends Elizabeth Shippen Green and Jessie
Willcox Smith, who had also been Pyle students. Communal living at the Red Rose Inn and
then at Cogslea was idyllic if not utopian.

Wyeth was another master of factual fantasy; the light he painted always seems real as
do the people and their clothing. Even his giants are only bigger than normal people, not
particularly deformed or grotesque. To my eye, fantasy reveals itself in his unnaturally perfect
compositions where the center of the canvas is usually emphasized, punctuated by a peak, a
pine tree, or dominated by a huge figure. The utopian communities he established in Maine and
Pennsylvania are still populated by his family.

Emanuel Swedenborg developed a theory about how matter relates to spirit. The faith that
formed around his notions places divine love and wisdom in Nature, but the doctrine does
not dictate how Nature should be incorporated in spiritual life. Nature was subtly and simply
manipulated in Worcester’s humble church, but the Pitcairns had a grander, more spectacular,
and notably more expensive vision, which they hired Parke Edwards to define. The building
rising amidst a cluster of family-owned mansions and stone carving, woodworking, and
blacksmithing sheds started out as an oddly proportioned, but fairly standard Gothic cathedral in
the Ralph Adams Cram mode.

Once Cram left the job and patriarch John Pitcairn died, the church began to sprout
idiosyncratic Romanesque-style wings and towers, growing backwards stylistically. The
brothers Raymond and Harold must have hit upon the style and then encouraged Edwards to
develop ways to use it for both the modestly sized cathedral and their stupendous basilica-sized
homes Glencairn and Cairncrest.

Edwards realized the emblematic blunt cupola in every sort of material from stone to monel or
copper.

He relied on school exercises and notes from his correspondence with Raymond Pitcairn while
Edwards was on a scholarship tour of Italy for ideas for capitals and door handles.

He designed letterhead for Pittsburgh Plate Glass whose industrial products were used
experimentally and artistically throughout the Bryn Athyn complex.

Edwards was only one among hundreds of workers kept busy by the Pitcairns throughout the
Great Depression and World War Two. After Bryn Athyn, Edwards evidently collaborated with
fellow blacksmith J. Barton Benson, who was more commercially oriented.

Bryn Athyn is distinctive because one family’s fortune funded a group of spectacular buildings
in which exquisite handcraftsmanship took on sacred meaning. Other religious organizations
had less money to lavish on their buildings and they were less interested in the spirituality of
handcraft, but they still put armies of Philadelphia craftsmen to work.
The Washington Memorial Chapel at Valley Forge was the inspiration of an Episcopal priest and
it is still home to an active Episcopal parish, but its primary religious function is not Christian;
rather it is a place to worship War and specifically a beatified General George Washington.
The cornerstone was laid in 1903 and the present building, designed by Milton Medary, was
completed in 1917 with the help of funds raised from “colonial suppers” and nickels and dimes
contributed by school children.

Like real medieval churches that told the story of Jesus to often-illiterate worshippers by
representing bible stories in carved stone, wood, and stained glass, the decorations in the
Washington chapel tell the legend of the Revolution and its heroes to visitors of all ages and
backgrounds. Unlike Christian churches, where saints bleed all over the place and sinners burn
in hell, the red blood and lurid horror of war has been washed away leaving only doorways
framing bucolic landscapes, rainbows of stained-glass-filtered light and, carousel colors painted
on the uniforms of row after row of wooden soldiers.

In some places Yellin mimics real Gothic style with somewhat un-American dragons—unless,
of course, it is an allusion to our St. George.

When he attempts to depict Revolutionary War subjects, the effect sometimes has the look of
Tim Burton animations.

But looking past the imagery, one can see the high quality craftsmanship that is present in the
thousands of tons of iron wrought at Yellin’s workshops and then sent all over the United States.

As with Yellin, the artistry of Nicola D’Ascenzo is subservient to the chapel’s historical
narrative. The myth of General Washington kneeling in prayer in a cold Valley Forge
winter wasn’t debunked until late in the twentieth century, after it was already perpetuated
in D’Ascenzo’s great Gothic rose window, but even in 1917, one might have needed an
evangelical leap of faith to accept an angel descending with the Great Shield of the United
States.

D’Ascenzo followed ancient tradition when he clothed his figures in modern dress just as the
saints in 13th-century windows wore the street clothes of the rich patrons who paid for the
windows, but his factual accuracy plays out in a somewhat unholy Blondie and Dagwood way.

D’Ascenzo was also capable of designing windows for secular situations where there is no
dichotomy between medium and message.

Edward Maene--who is little known today, but who was important to the Arts and Crafts
movement in Philadelphia--carved the chapel’s wooden soldiers. Trained in Belgium, Edward
and his QHSKHZ John had a workshop in Philadelphia where they carved stone and wood
decorations for local buildings like those designed by Wilson Eyre. There is new evidence
suggesting that Edward might have worked for Daniel Pabst, who famously provided
woodwork and furniture to Frank Furness although the large body of furniture Maene made on
his own shows no evidence of that particular stylistic Philadelphia flower. -RKQ became the
foreman of Will Price’s Rose Valley Shops. He was not as good a designer as Will Price, but the
high quality Rose Valley furniture would not have been possible without his virtuoso carving.

Will Price came from Quaker stock so the sweet harmony between Nature and human
inhabitation at Rose Valley is reminiscent of “The Peaceable Kingdom” if the painting had a
commuter train running along the horizon.

Many Rose Valley residents maintained their city connections: Price and his business partner
Hawley McLanahan worked out of an office on Walnut Street, which became the primary outlet
for Rose Valley furniture. As mentioned, Edward Maene had a studio on Griscom Street where
much Price woodwork was made before the Rose Valley woodworking shop opened and after
it closed. Horace Traubel, Walt Whitman’s biographer and literary executor, never lived in the
Valley, yet he edited The Artsman, which was Price’s Arts and Crafts magazine.

Although primarily about Rose Valley and bearing a Rose Valley Press colophon, the monthly
was published and printed in the city. Quaker Alice Barber Stephens (1858-1932) studied at
both the Pennsylvania Academy and at the Philadelphia School of Design for Women; later she
had a studio in her Rose Valley home, Thunderbird Lodge, but the magazines that published
her illustrations were based in Philadelphia and New York City. Her husband Charles was
the nephew of Charles Hallowell of the Philadelphia printing and publishing firm Hallowell
and Company. Although Charles studied and taught illustration at the Pennsylvania Academy
and at The Museum School of Industrial Art, he was best known for his documentation of the
Blackfeet Indians.

Charles and Alice had a rocky relationship with Thomas Eakins, who often used photography to
make preliminary studies for his paintings. Mr. and Mrs. Stephens were photography enthusiasts
and Alice sometimes posed for fellow photographers like Eva Watson-Schu tze, a Stieglitz
collaborator and, later a member of the Byrdcliffe Arts and Crafts Colony, founded in New York
by Philadelphian Jane Byrd McCall Whitehead and her husband Ralph.

One can feel the influence of Eakins in the work of another photographer Henry Troth, whose
primary residence was in the city where he had a studio on Chestnut Street.

He was best known for his botanical photographs and book illustrations. Troth, Alice Stephens,
and Hawley McLanahan participated in the 1898 Photographic Salon held at the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts, which was the first annual exhibition in America devoted solely to
photography.

The Artsman was a letterpress publication that utilized hand set type and line cuts made
from original black and white drawings that were often based on photographs, but it was the
modern reproduction processes used by the Philadelphia publishing and printing industries
that made Philadelphia-trained illustrators rich and famous. Technological breakthroughs in
color printing caused a revolution not unlike the advent of television and allowed the colors
of Maxfield Parrish’s sapphire skies and gilded youths to saturate paper pages and dye the
reader’s imagination. Pyle and his students created hundreds of illustrations for children’s books
that were and continue to be printed by the hundreds of thousands. Periodicals like the Curtis
Publishing Company’s Ladies Home Journal kept artists like Alice Stephens very busy.

While she and her husband benefited from city life, Mrs. Stephens decided her son Owen, born
in 1893, should have a chance for an “out-of-door life” so she and Charles purchased land
abutting Rose Valley Road on which there was an old bank barn. Will Price converted the barn
into two studios, one down for Alice and one up for Charles.

Each had a great stone fireplace, the upstairs one in the form of a thunderbird. A stair tower
connected both studios and formed a passageway to the living quarters. Perhaps because of the
occupants’ celebrity the house and its gardens were much published in books and periodicals,
but it is also possible that the house was appreciated for itself as a lyrical expression of Arts and
Crafts concepts. It is certainly an American masterpiece and I never use the term “masterpiece”
lightly.

Most Price houses, however festooned with Arts and Crafts trappings, are monuments to their
owners’ great wealth and bad taste. As much as I love Alan Wood’s Woodmont Park, I think it
is a beautiful example of Price’s cynicism. He thought it was perfectly okay to, in his words,
“give the rich what they want” because “we must meet the market of our time in which we live,
until our new world is born.” A pragmatic statement perhaps, but in this particular instance,
uncharacteristically unperceptive; Price’s attitude prevented him from being a significant
contributor to the country house style popularized by his Philadelphia peers. His “new world”
would not be built up with domestic structures, but rather with his fantastic Atlantic City
hotels, built with the help of Price family investments, and his visually powerful, structurally
innovative railroad buildings, which were a sharp contrast to his fussy, grandiose country
houses.

Price, Frank Miles Day, Wilson Eyre, and Edwin Atlee Barber, Philadelphians all, were listed in
House and Garden as “well-known and authoritative contributing writers.”

The magazine was an important conduit that scattered Philadelphia ideas about domestic
housing and gardens across the nation.

Eyre designed covers and his beautiful drawings appeared in issue after issue thus spreading his
ideas about country houses from one coast of the United States to the other. Barber’s articles
about ceramics often extolled the virtues of Mercer’s Moravian tiles and Henry Mercer’s
brother William’s cast concrete garden ornaments. The magazine was one of the few places that
Price advertised Rose Valley furniture.

The Galloway pottery was in business in Philadelphia long before the idea of art pottery took
hold in this country as a result of the Centennial, so it is not surprising that their ads in House
and Garden usually featured garden ornaments and flower pots, while art potteries from other
parts of the country like Rookwood and Grueby featured products for the building industry
like tiles and terra cotta architectural elements instead of the hand decorated vases for which
they were known. In general Philadelphia craftsmen produced building supplies rather than art
objects.

Potteries like Mercer’s and Enfield made tiles, Yellin and Benson supplied ironwork and
D’Ascenzo and Willett supplied leaded glass in any style required by the city’s architects.

D’Ascenzo, Oakley, Parrish, Edwin Austin Abbey, William Brantley Van Ingen, and Henry
Busse executed murals.

Maene, R. Tait Mackenzie, Alexander Stirling Calder, Hunt Diederich, and Charles Grafly
provided sculpture for buildings and fountains.

I think the Arts and Crafts movement continued to be influential in Philadelphia for longer than
in other American cities because it defined a method of teaching industrial design to people who
would go on to work in the city’s workshops rather than embodying an art style for artisans
who made unique art objects at home or in crafts shops. If we look closely, we can see a clear
path from British educational institutions to Philadelphia-trained designers, but style in late
nineteenth-century Philadelphia was decidedly Teutonnic: “Pennsylvania Dutch” was really
‘Pennsylvania Deutsch”. Daniel Pabst was German and Edward Maene was Belgian. Wilhelm
Hunt Diederich problematically identified as Hungarian.

Wharton Esherick may have studied two-dimensional art at the Academy and at the Museum
School of Industrial Design, but he got his ideas about furniture design from German
Expressionism and cubism, not from Will Price and Rose Valley.
At least in woodworking, Philadelphia craftsman just continued a longstanding tradition
of handwork. They were never challenged to break away from cheap or shoddy machine
production to follow the crowd that conflated visual simplicity with the beauty and integrity of
handwork, calling their vision “Mission” as if a skilled cabinetmaker could not or would not
produce exquisitely wrought hideous decoration. Of course there were factories in Philadelphia
that produced both cheap shoddy machine-made furniture and expensive shoddy machine-made
furniture. What we study when we look at the American Arts and Crafts movement is a very
narrow space between the two extremes and even within that limited space, machine production
was still a definitive factor.

For much of the country 1915 marked the beginning of the end of both the passion and the
fashion of the Arts and Crafts movement. Elbert Hubbard went down on the Lusitania and
Gustav Stickley filed for bankruptcy that year; Will Price died in 1916, and the United States
entered World War One in 1917.
Roycroft continued to produce a sort of Arts and Crafts kitsch and companies that never really
had much to do with the essential ideas of the movement like the Rookwood Pottery went on
marketing stylish products that followed the fashions of the moment. But the cultural climate
that had nurtured the serious business of changing the world by altering society’s perception of
beauty had changed. Yet the years after 1915 were also the time when the Pennsylvania School
of Industrial Art and the Pennsylvania School of Design for Women came into full bloom as
their graduates went out to show the world what they had learned.
Wharton Esherick carved frames for some of his paintings, but he was not satisfied with his
painting skills so he turned to making woodcuts. I think the technique he used to carve his
printing blocks is obvious in his early furniture. Later, he used less surface decoration and relied
more on structure as design although close inspection reveals that many Esherick pieces depend
more on screws and glues to keep them standing up than they do on structural joinery. To me,
the seemingly radical design of the so-called hammer-handle chairs has more to do with that old
Philadelphia craziness than it does with Arts and Crafts movement honest joinery.

After Edna Speakman graduated from the School of Design for Women, she began to teach at
George School, a Quaker school, which most certainly provides an argument to support my
notion that Quaker influence was uniquely strong in Philadelphia. The George school web site
describes that influence: “Our collective culture of traditions and values is a reminder of George
School’s founding principles, amongst them a strong commitment to Quaker ideals such as
peace, equality, community, integrity.”

Although by no means limited to arts and crafts, George School and the Quaker Westtown
School, which commissioned N. C. Wyeth’s iconic “Giant” in 1923, continue as an
embodiment of ideals that are essentially those of the Arts and Crafts movement.

The Philadelphia Textile School at The School of Industrial Art, which was the most complete
textile school in the world, proudly geared up for the War effort by teaching students how to
design and inspect fabric for military use while Singer Sewing Machine heiress May Bourne
Strassberger taught women how to make embroidery and fancy laces, which were difficult to
obtain from Europe during World War One.

It was also the time when, despite the War, Parke Edwards sailed to Italy and he and his
classmates graduated. By the time the War was over, they were teaching and working in
Philadelphia, “the Workshop of the World,” where their training would gloriously materialize
during the 1920s and 1930s.

POSTSCRIPT:
For years now I’ve been thinking about what elements, if any, make the Arts and Crafts
movement in Pennsylvania unique, so when Initiatives in Art and Culture announced that it’s
fourteenth Arts and Crafts conference would focus on Philadelphia, I decided the time had come
to give my accrued cogitations an airing out. I thought my summation would be conclusive; as
it happened, merely coalescing my research produced a new paradigm, which expanded in the
context of contradictory conference presentations.
I had long thought the concentration of Quakers in Philadelphia would necessarily impose a
specific distinction on Arts and Crafts utopian theory if not on Arts and Crafts aesthetics. What
I didn’t imagine was that the much documented, often mocked peculiarities of Philadelphia’s
inbred, insular society also contributed to the local movement both philosophically and
aesthetically. It was no surprise to sociologists like E. Digby Baltzell, but, as one who has
studied objects more intensely than “material culture,” I am fascinated by the idea that Society
of Friends culture could have been the Petri dish in which Philadelphia high society (WASPs)
was bred—such a crossover is not often obvious to “material culture” scholars who want to
keep styles in rigorously tidy, tight boxes; they don’t want something like Arts and Crafts style
contaminating Colonial Revival style or vice versa.

In her talk about Quakers and the Arts and Crafts movement, Anne Verplanck focused on the
late work of one Quaker, architect Walter Price. Walter was the brother of Will Price and they
and their extended Quaker family formed the core of Rose Valley. Eventually Walter designed
and built an Italianate house just up Rose Valley Road in Moylan. Anne characterized the
detailing inside Walter’s house as “Arts and Crafts-inflected Colonial Revival.” But Arts and
Crafts movement style has always been a huge, hand-hewn crate with poorly fitted joints, which
let in other styles and leaked out any globs of stylistic purity. To my eye, the tripartite, vaguely
Palladian, built-in, glazed cabinet doors in Walter’s dining room look like the same window
configuration as both Walter and Will used in so many other houses they designed--no matter if
the style on the outside is Italianate, Cotswold, Colonial (American, Spanish, or Dutch,) Queen
Anne, Gothic, Tudor, Jacobean or a mixture of all of the preceding--that it can be used as their
identifying trademark. The mash up cannot be neatly dissected and can only be called Arts and
Crafts.
These are houses Walter and Will designed during the Arts and Crafts era. Will died in 1916
so, while he had already moved into a fanciful sort of modernism, stylistically he didn’t move
on beyond inflecting Arts and Crafts style on a grab bag of earlier architectural modes that I
would argue were not revivals in his mind; instead his extensive research of antique buildings
and objects would have led him to reference and interpret (not revive) the real thing. Walter
didn’t die until 1945 and his later career was devoted in a large part to designing Quaker
meetinghouses. Anne placed these meetinghouses firmly into the Colonial Revival-style file box
and slammed the lid against any connection between them and the Arts and Crafts movement or
the Quakers other than the simplistic fact that Walter was and the buildings he designed late in
his career were Quaker. Her categorical restraints led me to tidy up my own thinking.
I had observed the sterilization of historical styles during the 1930s and 1940s, but didn’t think
about it. As I looked at Anne’s images of Walter’s late meetinghouses, I found myself thinking,
“These are not Colonial Revival; these are just copies of 18th-century American buildings.”
Then I remembered the mimetic dreariness of Colonial Williamsburg, stale “stockbroker
Tudor,” and parochial-school Gothic; these styles are devoid of any Arts and Crafts inflection,
which to my mind means freedom to interpret historic styles in a vibrant, creative way that is
neither revivalist nor reproduction.
As for the Quaker in Arts and Crafts, the number of artists and art teachers I found who were
either practicing Friends or who had deep Quaker roots and who were also participating in the
Movement either in their style of living or in their style of art and craft making goes far beyond
mere statistical inference. As well, many industrialists who patronized or hired these artists were
Quakers. There has to be some relevance to the fact that many early WASPs were Episcopalians
who converted from the Society of Friends.
Maybe the Arts and Crafts movement in Pennsylvania was unique for a simplistic reason after
all. Maybe just being Quaker was enough to make a difference.

